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..ain't fruit fresh food some vegetables
Craft brewed bruise and general
Doing ..my music is ..who value mill chick is true
That's for .. get to know me not in the ..
My story is metaphysical ..laboratory getting it off
You in the laboratory getting it on
Wash for .. i got a mean right your hand
I seem like the man i stop giving the shit
I'm give a real slight damn
And be .. right in ..two left feet
And kid i make a mean checkless
We already rich and I'm dyslexics
I'm living out my dreams and that should be expensive
My show off the chain stop on the necklace
for real dough using frame on my settless
when it's dew get creditly .. i wanna pay up
i like the pick .. sending mix messages party my
forgetleness
i forget that is not effortless for every kid and faster
that in
you could feel the effort when i wanna set
plus at all i don't wanna mindness
busy as my blanket you know lines
don't mindness ..right
brown tag in the .. i'm in the zone right
now i blast do it like a style i crack brew it

it's craft brewed you wanna sit that ..
so which craft brewed you wanna sit back
i treat gold's and dreams like dope on me
i got my golden clean yeah thanks for noticing
the whole world seems to don't' give a damn if you
headline ..
my .. is all inspiring they were closed and bored they
frighten me
my paperback take it how you will read a book a whole
year but still
i plan the ..everything is digital now we're not .. for that
is single .. in here no more after news we're acting at
fear
..passing is severe ..is saxing see the ears
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But i hear ..real stood life i like my shoulders how i like
my ..
You knew to my music let me introduce silent night
Jay for ..
No excuses that's unacceptable plans i set a few in ..
Don't let the book life how i do it you .. i craft brew it
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